
The Red Landscape 
 

Looking back into the mirror Lisa saw herself replicated a thousand times; the replication of infinite 
regression. You could repeat the same mistakes in a drawing or with a person; the eternal struggle 
to get it right. That year long ago, her final year she was beginning a new chapter just as everything 
she relied upon had ended. 
 
It was hard to travel to college. She thought she had glandular fever. The days were hot and the 
smell of oil paint occupied the rooms like the odour of tar rising from the road. For that brief span of 
her life she lived paint. On a hot day Lisa was working on a three- foot painting of the view from the 
third- year studio high up on the tenth floor. Each of the third- year students had their own cubicle. 
Alex was opposite her. He had set up Bill the model on a faded blanket; a mirror behind him. The old 
man’s wrinkled neck sunk to his chest as he slumped deeper into the pose like an ancient tortoise. 
Alex circled his canvas making small, urgent crosses forming a scaffolding from which the figure 
gradually emerged. Lisa knew if she even looked at them both she would find herself caught in the 
mirror. A sense of claustrophobia overwhelmed her. A landscape offered more space. 
 
The view from the window stretched across miles of houses; the dead heat of summer had turned 
the leaves of the resident Plane trees brown. The trees were helpless in the drought; their branches 
reached upwards to a pitiless sky. Because it was hot, she painted in red, with a landscape there was 
less measuring and more room for estimation. The rust pyramids of the roof tops enthralled her and 
the sweep of the suburban park below- but still if you got the houses wrong, their shapes, the sizing, 
the painting would not balance- without balance it would not come right. It was easier though than 
the model. She made too many lines with the model and even with a landscape; a sure sign of 
weakness in structuring. 
 
Lisa made marks but they were not considered like Alex’s; a daub of crimson, a streak of yellow, a 
slash of blue to render the infinity of the sky. She painted from her heart and her gut. Much later an 
artist she respected said, “With you it always has to be like that.” The statement made with good 
intentions allowed her to relax a little. It confirmed something about herself she had to 
accommodate, to stop fighting, even if she did not like it but at college, three months short of being 
21 there was no such confirmation, only the cackling of the tutors in the bar; the prospect of the 
outside assessor, the paper pinned publicly outside the secretary’s office to show who had passed 
and who had failed. 
  
Near the close of the day Lisa began to panic; her neck hurt, her glands throbbed. She needed six 
paintings for her final show; so far none of the paintings had worked. This one was proving equally 
temperamental. 
 
“That’s so interesting.” 
 
Lisa heard the remark before she saw the man the voice belonged to. She turned and saw Michael 
Flattery the visiting lecturer. He was tall and younger than her personal tutor and the other tutors 
who drank too much and made bitter remarks about “Sunday Painters.” This was the fate consigned 
to the students who left college without becoming real artists. 
 
“Thank you.” said Lisa politely. 
 
Michael Flattery smiled with a radiance unknown to her. His face was sunny, the curve of his mouth 
inviting. He looked at Lisa and she blushed. Lisa felt untidy; there was red paint in her hair and on 
her cheek bone. She was wearing a plain brown cardigan that zipped and blue jeans rolled at the 



bottom because her legs were short. She wished she was dressed more elegantly but her black jeans 
which fitted better were in the wash. 
 
“What are you doing? “Michael Flattery asked. He gestured at her canvas. 
“I love the sequence of these lines.” 
 
“I’m just trying to get things right” Lisa said, “I can’t make the smaller houses fit against the horizon. 
I can’t see where the horizon is any more. I seem to have lost my horizon.” 
 
“But you have such an expressive line.” the lecturer said. 
 
“There are too many lines. I’m afraid it’s a mess.” Lisa answered. 
 
She was conscious of Alex in the next cubicle packing up to leave. The model had gone. He left 
wearing a long raincoat and a cloth cap despite the heat.  Now Alex was sluicing turps on his palette 
to clean it. She did not want to see what he had done. 
His work was angled, dramatic, precise and successful; it was unfair. 
 
“Ciao.” Alex called out. Lisa heard the sound of his retreating boots. 
 
She was alone with Michael Flattery in the third- year studio. It was big and empty and somehow full 
of sound in its silence and emptiness. The sun slanted through the windows and dropped gold on the 
paint stained floor. She wondered why he wanted to talk to her. The visiting lecturers, usually men 
always chose the prettiest students. Beyond the window the landscape bleached and blurred. She 
saw the colours run into each other; the red turrets of the chimneys bleeding to the cool grey of a 
road. I want this, all this before it vanishes, she thought. 
 
Michael Flattery touched her arm, her right arm, her painting arm. 
 
“I think it’s wonderful- your painting. You have a lot of potential” He said. 
 
“You think I’ll make a painter?” 
 
“You are a painter.” 
 
The light brush of his fingers on her cardigan made her feel odd and raw as if he had undressed her. 
 
 When Lisa took the bus home she was melting with tiredness. Her right arm felt strange. 
Somehow, she was above and beyond herself. The houses, the small shops and the roads the bus 
rumbled through were equally extraordinary. In the morning she could not move.  
 
 
The red landscape stayed in the studio, unpainted. 
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